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[PROGRAM] 

Education of Global Medical and Health Science 

Leaders in the Coming Generation in Cooperation and 

Collaboration with ASEAN Countries 

 

[BACKGROUND] 

This program focuses on the development of 

human resources to overcome the global issues on the 

medical field. 

This time, I participated in a student workshop that 

was the part of the kick-off meeting held at University 

of Indonesia on January 30, 2013. A total of 16 

students - one from Osaka University, nine from Kobe 

University, six from the University of Indonesia – had 

presentation in the workshop. 

 

[PRESENTATION] 

The participants had some meetings to decide the 

procedure for the presentation and to clarify the 

division of roles by each student before the student 

workshop. 

In my presentation, I introduced myself and talked 

about my research untitled: Studies of the epitope 

regions recognized by anti-dengue virus neutralizing 

human monoclonal antibodies.  

 

[OTHER EXPERIENCES] 

We visited the laboratory of the Faculty of 

Medicine, the wards and the dissecting room at the 

University Hospital at University of Indonesia. 

 [RESULTS] 

I realized my limitation to speak good English 

during my presentation and during the discussion with 

other students. 

Through the exchange with Indonesian students, I 

appreciated the way they would give their opinions. 

They gave me various and helpful comments for my 

research. 

And I could judge by myself of the current states 

of medical research in Indonesia. 

 

 [CONCLUSIONS] 

I realized that English is necessary to collect and 

transmit information, with the rapid progress of 

globalization. I also realized the importance of 

knowing and understanding other cultures. 

I think that being engaged not only in presentation 

during the seminar but also in the management of the 

meeting, helped me to expend my knowledge. Overall 

it won a rewarding life experience. And I will continue 

to improve my research activities as well as my skills 

in English. 

 


